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INTRODUCTION

Since sometime ago I have realized the need and necessity to introduce the following topic.

Due to the lack of interest, information, awareness etc., for many academic and non-academic institutions and centers, at many places in the world, we have decided to shed the light onto this important subject that many students nowadays need to learn i.e., how to produce, introduce and submit (any) academic and scientific paper/article/research in the proper way to make it recognized world wide.

I also will try to give some ideas of the contents of the various chapters.

In addition, the present paper will be useful to describe the typical structure for those who aim to go on with their postgraduate researches e.g., doctoral and master theses. Therefore, we’ve selected case study (in communication area) based on an empirical data, as example, for better clarifications and support.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

It is not absolutely necessary to state your conclusions in a separate chapter. In some cases it could be more convenient to merge some of your conclusions with ‘discussion of results’.

It might, however, be advantageous to leave some of the more general conclusions until the final chapter. If you have decided to do so, you should make sure that this chapter is explicitly related to the questions and problems you formulated at the beginning of the paper/thesis. So this is where you should give the more general answers to the questions asked there (Do not enter into too much detail here, you do not want to recapitulate the whole thesis)
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INTRODUCTION

As soon as we want to speak, we must constantly make choices of many different kinds of e.g., what we want to say, how we want to say it. Specifically, we must choose what sentence types, words, and even sounds best unite the "what" with the "how". How we say something is at least as important as what we say. In fact, the content and form are quite inseparable, being but two facets of the same object. According to Thomas (1995), the past twenty years within pragmatics there has been a great deal of interest in "politeness", to such extent that Politeness Theory could almost be seen as a sub-discipline of pragmatics. Then Thomas claims that, much has been written (comparatively little based on empirical research) and different theories and paradigms have emerged. Thomas adds, that we find people are using the same terms in very different ways, are operating with different definitions of "politeness" and are talking at cross-purposes. Thomas (1970) argues, that within the vast literature on politeness which has built up since the late 1970s we find tremendous confusion. The confusion begins with the very term politeness, which has caused much misunderstanding. (Thomas, 1970, p. 149)

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

1. Arabic politeness is structured and controlled by two influences: religious faith, and social convention
2. The power of religious faith expressions are stronger than social convention. Indeed, we rarely find politeness expressions which don’t mention God’s name
3. Titles e.g., “Sir” for individual persons is a universal in all cultures and languages, however cultures differ in the degree of using such expressions
4. Politeness in Arabic can be analyzed in at least ten semantic categories
5. Humility in Arabic is not equal to loss of dignity or face but to show high degree of respect based on religious and social recommendations
6. In Arabic society the social hierarchy was still noticeable in politeness expressions
7. The present study support the idea expressed by some writers regarding interaction with Arabs which includes: linguistic, physical and act.
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INTRODUCTION

• This PhD Explored The Experience Of Female Journalists Working In The Saudi Arabian Press. It Looks At The Difficulties They Face As Women Journalists, Their Motives For Working In This Area And Their Writings. The Research Discusses How The Culture Gender Segregation In Saudi Arabia Impacts Upon Saudi Media Representations Of Gender Stereotypes And The Role Of Print Media (The Press) In Exposing Women’s Issues To The Public And Forming Public Opinion. I Utilized A Media Studies’ Approach Adopting An Islamic Feminist Perspective.

METHODODOLOGY

• This research applied combined methods (Qualitative and Quantitative). I used personal in-depth interviews with female journalists. I also applied the surveys to quantify the number of articles written by female journalists compared to the number of articles written by male journalists. The sample was simple non-probability sample.

• I then use content analysis to determine the presence of gender-related subjects in the press in Saudi Arabia, and also to analyze Saudi women’s contribution to the press.
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INTRODUCTION

VIRTUAL SPACE PROVIDES ALTERNATIVE WAYS OF SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTING AND PERFORMING LEADERSHIP. SOCIAL MEDIA WORLDWIDE IS A PHENOMENA THAT IMPACTS AND INFLUENCES IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION ON VIRTUAL SPACE. SAUDI ARABIA IS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE TOP COUNTRIES IN ITS USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA, AND THAT IMMEASURABLY AFFECTS ITS PEOPLE. EVEN THOUGH SAUDI ARABIA IS BASED ON STRONG CULTURAL AND TRADITIONAL ROOTS, IT STILL HOLDS SOME OF THE HIGHEST RANKINGS OF SOCIAL MEDIA PENETRATION WORLDWIDE ON PLATFORMS SUCH AS TWITTER AND YOUTUBE. THIS PAPERexplores different facets of the Saudi Arabian leadership reflected in its Monarchy-online identity that is manifested through virtual space on Twitter. Social media plays a significant role in shaping and influencing identities in relation to the amount and depth of self-disclosure.

METHODOLOGY


ANALYSIS

THE RESEARCH INCORPORATES MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES TO ANALYZE THE ROLE OF VIRTUAL SPACE ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY. THE FIRST PERSPECTIVE LOOKS INTO THE ROLE OF CULTURE AND GENDER IN SAUDI ARABIA’s VIRTUAL SPACE INTERACTIONS. THE SECOND EXAMINES THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION. THE THIRD ILLUMINATES THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA.

VIRTUAL SPACE CONSTRUCTING LEADERSHIP

SOCIAL MEDIA GROWTH AND IMPACT ON IDENTITY FORMATION HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT SUBJECT OF SCHOLARLY WORK INTERNATIONALLY (CUI & PROSSER, 2014) AND HAS LED TO ITS UTILIZATION BY LEADERS AROUND THE WORLD. IN THIS PAPER WE WILL EXPLORE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW VIRTUAL SPACE NAMLY TWITTER HAS CONSTRUCTED LEADERSHIP (SAUDI MONARCHY-ONLINE IDENTITY). WE ARE IN LINE WITH (ROPO ET AL., 2013; FAIRBURN & GRANT, 2010) IN CONCEPTUALIZING LEADERSHIP AS A SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED PHENOMENON. IN ADDITION, WE CLAIM THAT IT IS PERFORMED AND CONSTRUCTED ON VIRTUAL SPACE THROUGH FOLLOWERS’ VIRTUAL INTERACTIONS. IN OUR CASE THE VIRTUAL SPACE RELATES TO SOCIAL INTERACTIONS ONLINE, AND SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT OF TWITTER.

SAUDI ARABIAN MONARCHY-ONLINE IDENTITY

AS SAUDI ARABIA TOPS THE RANKS ON ITS USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA WITH MOST OF ITS YOUNG GENERATION CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET, IT WAS THE CATALYST FOR THE MONARCHY TO STEP INTO VIRTUAL SPACE TO ESTABLISH ITS POWER. THE MONARCHY ON TWITTER’S SPACE HAS CREATED FOR ITSELF AN ONLINE IDENTITY AND PRESENCE WHICH, IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP ROLE AND CAN BE SEEN IN THE USE OF MEDIA ARTIFACTS REPRESENTED BY SYMBOLS SUCH AS THE KING’S PROFILE PICTURE, WORDS, AND PHOTOS.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

ADOPTING A FEMINIST ETHICS OF CARE, WE NOTICE THAT THE MONARCHY-ONLINE IDENTITY IS BRINGING THE NATION TOGETHER AROUND A UNIFIED STABLE SOURCE OF POWER THAT IS COMFORTING IN A TIME OF TRANSITION. IN SUCH A RESPONSIBLE WAY OF RELATION, PEOPLE WILL BE BROUGHT TOGETHER RATHER THAN BEING PULLED APART (GILLIGAN, 1982). EVEN THOUGH, THE MONARCHY-ONLINE IDENTITY IS NOT FULLY UTILIZING A COMMUNICATION DIALOGUE WITH THE PUBLIC IT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO ENGAGE WITH PEOPLE LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY IN TWO-WAY FORM OF COMMUNICATION.
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EMOTIONAL BRANDING: A CROSS CULTURAL COMPARISON OF THE IMPACT OF ADVERTISEMENTS’ EMOTIONAL APPEALS CONGRUENCY WITH THE SAUDI AND BRITISH CULTURE ON CONSUMERS’ RESPONSES
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

IN THIS RESEARCH, THE AUTHORS WILL INVESTIGATE TO WHAT EXTENT THE EMOTIONAL APPEALS, EMPLOYED IN BOTH THE SAUDI AND BRITISH ADVERTISEMENTS, MATCH OR ARE CONGRUENT WITH THE CULTURE AND CONSUMERS’ VALUES. ALSO, THE AUTHORS WILL ADOPT A MIXED-METHOD APPROACH TO INVESTIGATE THE UNDERLYING REASONS OF WHY CONSUMERS TEND TO GRAVITATE TOWARDS CERTAIN BRANDS AND THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS. ALSO, THE RESEARCH WILL EMPLOY CONTENT ANALYSIS TO EXAMINE THE TYPES OF APPEALS IN THE PREFERRED ADS BY THE CONSUMERS. IN ADDITION, THE AUTHORS WILL SHED LIGHT ON THE GENDER DIFFERENCES IN TERMS OF AD APPEAL PREFERENCES AND THE CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE SELECTION OF CERTAIN TYPES OF AD APPEALS.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1- EXAMINE THE CONGRUENCY BETWEEN THE TYPES OF EMOTIONAL APPEALS BEING PORTRAYED IN THE SAUDI AND BRITISH ADS WITH BOTH COUNTRIES’ CULTURE AND ITS EFFECTIVENESS ON CONSUMERS’ RESPONSES/BRAND PREFERENCES.

2- INVESTIGATE THE GENDER DIFFERENCES IN TERMS OF PREFERING CERTAIN ADVERTISING EMOTIONAL APPEALS.

METHODOLOGY

THE AUTHORS OF THIS STUDY WILL EMPLOY A MIXED-METHOD APPROACH TO ENSURE GENERALIZATION OF DATA. ALSO, CONTENT ANALYSIS WILL BE ADOPTED TO ANALYZE THE ADVERTISEMENTS IN TERMS OF APEAL ADOPTION.

RESEARCH DESIGN

1. Proposal
2. Sample group
3. Data collection
4. Data analysis
5. Reporting findings
6. Discussion
7. Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION

This research study the visual identity and brands of a
collection of selected logos of educational institutions in
the city of Tripoli, northern Lebanon. It discusses the
characteristics of each brand, through a detailed
decomposition of its graphical elements and components.
The work aims to classify the selected examples into 3 major
categories.

FINDINGS

* A LOGO IS THE CARRIER OF A BRAND’S VISION AND MOTIVATION.
* THE MOTIVATION TO CREATE NEW EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN
  TRIPOLI GOES BACK TO THE FACT THAT MOST OF THEM ARE
  ORIGINALLY GUIDED BY NON BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATIONS WITH A
  RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND.
* THE NEED TO CREATE NEW SCHOOLS COMES FROM THE FACT OF A
  CHANGE IN SOCIAL BEHAVIOR, SPECIALLY IN THE AFTER CIVIL WAR
  PERIOD.
* THE VISUAL IDENTITY OF SCHOOLS IN TRIPOLI DO REFLECT A SOCIAL-
  RELIGIOUS BELONGING.
* THE ROLE OF FEMALE IN THE WORKING FIELD, IN TRIPOLI, IS DIRECTLY
  RELATED TO HER FIRST STARTS IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

METHODOLOGIES

The comparative study is the main tool used throughout
this research. The analysis is backed up with a qualitative
information available through interviews with school
owners, corporate companies and designers of visual
identity. It’s a probability sample, which is a judgmental.

OBJECTIVES

* The originality of the work reside in the fact that no
  existing study has been done before regarding this
  subject.
* The major outcome is to state that schools’ logos do
  reflect a social-cultural-religious belonging through
  their visual identities.
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